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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel concept of path consis-
tency to learn robust object matching without using manual
object identity supervision. Our key idea is that, to track a
object through frames, we can obtain multiple different as-
sociation results from a model by varying the frames it can
observe, i.e., skipping frames in observation. As the differ-
ences in observations do not alter the identities of objects,
the obtained association results should be consistent. Based
on this rationale, we generate multiple observation paths,
each specifying a different set of frames to be skipped, and
formulate the Path Consistency Loss that enforces the as-
sociation results are consistent across different observation
paths. We use the proposed loss to train our object matching
model with only self-supervision. By extensive experiments
on three tracking datasets (MOT17, PersonPath22, KITTI),
we demonstrate that our method outperforms existing unsu-
pervised methods with consistent margins on various eval-
uation metrics, and even achieves performance close to su-
pervised methods.

1. Introduction
Multi-Object Tracking (MOT) is the task of identifying and
tracking all object instances present in a video. It benefits a
wide spectrum of applications, such as monitoring vehicle
traffic, wildlife activity, pedestrians, etc. While there have
been several advanced supervised methods developed for
MOT [5, 8, 29, 33, 34, 46, 52, 55, 58], the overall advance-
ment in MOT is slower compared to other vision tasks,
mostly due to the prohibitively expensive cost of acquiring
high-quality object identities annotations for MOT training.
As of today, MOT17 [31], a dataset of 14 videos, remains
one of the most widely used datasets in MOT.

To overcome this problem, some recent works [1, 16, 21,
22, 24, 30] started shifting their interest on unsupervised
learning for MOT. These approaches leverage off-the-shelf
object detectors to localize all the object instances in each
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Figure 1. We propose a novel concept of path consistency for self-
supervised MOT. We define a observation path for an object as a
temporal list of observed frames from the start to end frame. As
such, for the same object, we can generate multiple paths by skip-
ping intermediate frames. As different observations of the same
object does not alter its identity, the association results should be
consistent across different paths.

frame of a video and then learn the temporal object asso-
ciation across frames in an unsupervised manner. Multi-
ple works [16, 21, 22] propose to learn the object associ-
ations by creating pseudo-tracklets to estimate object IDs.
However, they are vulnerable to the noises in tracklets, es-
pecially when the groundtruth tracklet of an object is in-
correctly broken into several pseudo-tracklets, each being
given a different object ID from the others. To avoid re-
lying on pseudo-labels, other works [24, 30] explore self-
supervision with temporal consistency objective, by track-
ing objects from the current frame to a future frame then
back to the current frame while requiring each object is
associated back to itself. However, these works only con-
sider future frames in very short temporal distances (e.g., 1-
2 frames) where objects lack substantial appearance differ-
ence, thus limiting the quality of their object embeddings.
Meanwhile, UNS [1] leverages a motion model and an ap-
pearance model to create cross-supervision between their
tracking outputs, yet it also only considers matching objects
among adjacent frames.

In fact, the ability of robust object matching over long
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temporal distances is critical for MOT models as objects of-
ten encounter occlusion during tracking, where their bound-
ing boxes are lost for a potentially long period of time, thus
cannot be tracked by mere frame-by-frame matching. It re-
quires long-distance matching to re-associate their bound-
ing boxes after occlusion. However, very few works have
managed to propose reliable solutions that tackle occlusion
without using groundtruth supervision.

In this paper, we introduce the novel concept of path con-
sistency, which can be used as a reliable self-supervised sig-
nal to learn a robust object matching model. To elaborate,
when tracking an object, we define an observation path of it
as a temporal list of observed frames between a start frame
and a end frame. As shown in Figure 1, we are able to gen-
erate multiple different observation paths for the same ob-
ject by randomly skipping intermediate frames. Based on
an observation path, we can compute the temporal associa-
tion between the object and all other objects from the start
frame to the end frame. As such, path consistency dictates
that the temporal associations should be consistent across
paths, since the identities of objects do not change in dif-
ferent paths. Based on this rationale, we propose the Path
Consistency Loss (PCL) that estimates the associations of
objects along different paths and trains the object match-
ing model by minimizing the discrepancy among associa-
tion probability derived from different paths.

Distinct from prior self-supervised methods [1, 24, 30],
our formulation learns object matching over both short and
long distances. As paths contain frame skipping of varied
lengths, the model trained with PCL is able to learn not only
short-distance matching (from paths with minimal frame
skipping), but also long-distance matching (from paths with
consecutive frame skipping) which is essential to handle oc-
clusion during inference. In addition, we sample challeng-
ing training examples where paths span long temporal hori-
zons, hence enabling our path consistency formulation to
learn robust object matching models and handle occlusion.

We evaluate our method on three benchmark tracking
datasets, MOT17 [31], PersonPath22 [39] and KITTI [13],
and show it successfully achieves new state-of-the-art re-
sults over prior unsupervised methods and performs even
close to recent supervised methods. We also provide exten-
sive ablation studies to validate the design of our framework
and improvement in handling occlusion. Our contributions
are summarized as follows:
• We propose the novel concept of path consistency that

can be used as a reliable self-supervised signal to train
a robust object matching model. Based on the concept,
we formulate the Path Consistency Loss (PCL) that is ca-
pable of learning robust long-distance matching, which
is essential in handling occlusion and large appearance
changes in tracking.

• We establish new state-of-the-art performance over prior

unsupervised methods on three challenging tracking
benchmarks. Extensive ablation studies also validate our
improvement in long-distance matching and tracking over
occlusion.

2. Related Work

Supervised multi-object tracking. Most supervised MOT
methods [2, 5, 15, 17, 19, 25–29, 36–38, 43, 44, 44, 50, 51,
53, 55, 58, 60] follow the tracking-by-detection paradigm
where all object instances are first detected in each frame,
then they are linked based on their similarities across frames
to form tracklets. This paradigm benefits from the ad-
vances in object detection [6, 14, 35, 45, 57, 59] and
has two threads of works: offline and online MOT. Of-
fline MOT methods [2, 15, 17, 36, 37, 44, 51, 53] fo-
cus on finding global optimal associations of objects and
are computationally heavy in general. Online MOT meth-
ods [3, 5, 29, 32, 38, 48, 52, 55, 56, 58, 60] focus on
optimizing local optimum on associating detected objects
and have real-time speed, e.g., Tracktor [3] uses bound-
ing box regression to estimate new positions of objects.
Meanwhile, the joint learning of the detection and object
matching has made rapid progress in performance [48, 55],
e.g., [5, 29, 52] introduce transformers and object tokens to
associate objects with existing tracklets or to identify new
ones. Despite the efficacy of supervised methods, they re-
quire costly human-annotated labels [10, 13, 31, 39]. In
this work, we learn an online object matching model with-
out labels, which we believe is an important step towards
mitigating the limited size of tracking datasets.

Unsupervised multi-object tracking. This task aims to
alleviate the high annotation cost of tracking labels. While
existing motion trackers [4, 7, 56] do not require labels for
training, they cannot leverage the appearance information
of objects in tracking. thus often lose objects in the event
of movement change or long occlusion. To leverage ap-
pearance information, recent unsupervised methods focused
on developing new object matching models [1, 22, 24, 30].
[20] proposes a setting of open-vocabulary MOT.

Among recent works, pseudo-label methods [16, 22]
generate pseudo-tracklets to train their object matching
models. SimepleReID [16] and UEANet [21] obtain
pseudo-tracklets from motion trackers without detecting
tracklet errors, thus those errors propagate to their models.
U2MOT [22] improves the consistency of object IDs within
tracklets, yet is still vulnerable to errors in the early stage
of training and, more importantly, errors between tracklets.
Specifically, the groundtruth tracklet of an object is often
broken into several pseudo-tracklets if it experiences occlu-
sions, where each pseudo-tracklet is then given a different
object ID, treated as negative samples of each other. On the
other hand, self-supervised methods [1, 24, 30] derive new
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unsupervised training objective to replace pseudo-labels.
OUTrack [24] and UCSL [30] utilize temporal consistency,
i.e., an object tracked from current frame to a future frame
then back to current frame should associate back to itself.
However, this objective does not hold if objects disappear
among the frames, which limits those methods to only allow
future frames at near distances (1-2 frames) to ensure ob-
jects likely remain present. Unfortunately, objects lack sub-
stantial appearance changes in such short distances, caus-
ing their failure to handle occlusion by matching objects
over long temporal distances. We show that object match-
ing learned with short distances cannot generalize to long
distances (Table 5). UNS [1] creates cross-supervision be-
tween motion and appearance trackers yet also learn short-
distance matching. It discusses occlusion-based supervision
yet has failed and discarded it, likely due to its focus on
short-distance matching. Meanwhile, PointId [41] learns
a person embedding model by data augmentation, but it re-
quires pretraining on ReID datasets with groundtruth labels.

Unlike existing methods, we propose a novel self-
supervised path consistency loss that simutaneously learns
object matching over short to long distances without requir-
ing pseudo or groundtruth labels. Thus we are able to con-
sistently track objects in the event of long occlusion.

3. Methodology

3.1. Framework Overview

We tackle the unsupervised MOT task with the concept of
Path Consistency, which trains a robust object matching
model capable of associating objects over long temporal
distances, enabling consistent tracking in the event of occlu-
sion. Following existing unsupervised works [1, 37, 44], we
assume the bounding boxes of objects in each video frame
are provided by an off-the-shelf detector. Our object match-
ing model takes the detected objects and estimate object em-
beddings, which encode the appearance and spatial location
of each object. Specifically, let oti denote the i-th object in
frame t and ht

i its embedding. We define the probability that
oti matches to an object orj in another frame r as

p(oti � orj) =
exp(ht

i · hr
j)∑Nr

u=1 exp(h
t
i · hr

u)
, (1)

where Nr is the total number of objects in frame r. Simi-
larly, we also compute p(orj � oti), the matching probability
from orj to oti. Importantly, to deal with occlusions and ob-
ject exit in object association, we add a special null object,
ϕ, to the list of localized objects in each frame. If a real ob-
ject oti is no longer visible in the following frame r, it gets
matched to ϕ.

During inference, our method uses the learned proba-
bility p to associate objects to existing tracklets. Given a

tracklet τ = {otmm }Mm=1, consisting of the latest M objects,
it estimates the similarity between τ and a new object oti as

1

M

∑
m

gm
[
p(otmm � oti), p(o

t
i � otmm )

]
, (2)

in which, gm denotes the geometric mean operator. Similar
to all other works [22, 24, 30, 55, 56], we perform bipartite
matching based on the tracklet-object similarities to either
extend / terminate existing tracklets, or initiate new ones.

In the absence of tracking annotations, we propose a
novel path consistency loss to learn the object match-
ing model over varied temporal distances with only self-
supervision (Section 3.2) and two regularization losses to
improve ß convergence (Section 3.3). As our method is ag-
nostic to model structure and inference procedure, we pro-
vide their details in the supplementary materials.

3.2. Self Supervision with Path Consistency

In this section, we elaborate the concept of path consistency
as a reliable self-supervision signal to train a robust object
matching model. Technically, suppose that we have a query
object otsi in the start frame ts, we aim to associating it to
its correspondent object, otej , in the end frame te (te > ts).
Note that the corresponding object otej is the null object in
the case that the query object is not visible in frame te (due
to being occluded or exiting the scene).

We define an observation path as the list of frames a
model can observe to compute the association probability
distribution between otsi and all visible objects in frame te.
We are able to construct multiple paths by randomly skip-
ping frames, thus creating a different visual observation for
each path. Take the example in Figure 2 (right) as illustra-
tion, all frames are observed in Path1 whereas only a sub-
set of frames are observed in Path2 and Path3. The core
principle of the path consistency is, despite the different ob-
servations in the paths, the identities of objects remain un-
changed, thus the association probability between otsi and
otej should always be higher than all other alternatives. That
is, the association probability distribution between otsi and
all visible objects in frame te should be consistent across
paths. Based on this principle, we introduce our path con-
sistency loss in Section 3.2.1, and then present our method
to sample frames (ts, te) in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Path Consistency Loss

Path Consistency Loss (PCL) computes the associa-
tion probability distributions from all possible paths,
{qπ|π ∼ Π}, and enforces consistency among them1,
where Π is the set of all paths and qπ is the association
probability distribution obtained using a specific path

1When the number of paths is large, we conduct Monte Carlo estima-
tion by computing the loss with a smaller set of sampled paths.
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Figure 2. Overview of Path Consistency Loss (PCL). Our method takes a video clip as input, where objects are localized by an off-the-
shelf detector, and uses a selection strategy to choose suitable query objects and their correspondent end frames, then computes PCL to
learn association between query objects and objects in end frames. Association probabilities obtained from different paths provide cross-
supervision among them and enables self-supervised model learning.

π = {ts, t1, ..., tK , te}. tk is an intermediate frame in the
path. We use qtkπ (j) to denote the probability that query
object otsi matches with the j-th object at frame tk.

Computing Association. To obtain association probability
qπ , we aggregate the matching probability p defined in Eq.1
according to the path π. We have

qtkπ (j) =

p(otsi � ot1j ), if tk = t1∑
u q

tk−1
π (u) · p(otk−1

u � o
tk
j ), otherwise

(3)

where the first case defines the association from query ob-
ject to objects in the first intermediate frame t1, which is
the matching probability, p, between the objects. The sec-
ond case extends the association from a frame tk−1 to tk
by jointly considering the matching probability from all
objects in tk−1 to otkj . In contrast, pseudo-label meth-
ods [16, 21, 22] only consider the most likely matching,
leading to error accumulation. Overall, we have the asso-
ciation probability between query object and objects in end
frame as

qteπ (j) =
∑
u

p(otsi � ot1u ) · · ·
∑
v

p(otKv � otej ). (4)

which cumulatively multiples the matching probabilities ac-
cording to the frames in path.

To reduce the space of possible associations and facil-
itate learning, we constrain that only two spatially close
objects between two neighboring frames can be matched.
We define a binary spatial constraint mask C

tk−1,u
tk,v

, which
equals to zero if otkv is one of the S furthest objects to o

tk−1
u .

Thus, we update qteπ as

1

Z

∑
u

(Cts,i
t1,u)p(o

ts
i � ot1u ) · · ·

∑
v

(CtK ,v
te,j

)p(otKv � otej ),

(5)

where Z is a normalization factor to ensure the probability
qteπ sums to 1.

Computing Loss. After computing the association proba-
bilities for all paths {qteπ |π ∼ Π}, We define the path con-
sistency loss to enforce consistency among them to learn
our model with self-supervision,

LPC
(
otsi , te

)
=

1

|Π|
∑
π

KL(qteπ ||q̂) +H(qteπ ), (6)

which includes two terms. The first term is the KL Diver-
gence between each association probability qteπ and the av-
erage of all probabilities, q̂ =

∑
π q

te
π /|Π|. Thus, it is mini-

mized only when all probabilities follow the same distribu-
tion. The second term minimizes the entropy, H(·), of each
probability to require only one object in frame te can be as-
sociated to the query object, thus avoids the trivial solution
where all qteπ are consistent yet being uniform distributions.

Our path consistency loss has the key advantages of (i)
linear complexity w.r.t the number of paths as we compare
each qteπ to the averaged probability q̂, hence avoid com-
puting pairwise discrepancy between all qteπ . (ii) q̂ reflects
association consistency and modulates the loss. When the
consistency is low, multiple objects can have high proba-
bilities in q̂, indicating different association results. Un-
like pseudo-label methods [16, 21, 22] that will enforce a
specific association, PCL allows exploring all potential as-
sociations by using q̂ in KL(·), while q̂ also gives higher
weights to the more likely ones.
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3.2.2 Selecting Frame Pairs to compute PCL

In principle, based on our PCL formulation we can sample
any two random frames (ts, te) from a video clip, and then
use all objects in ts as query objects. However, we observe
such unconstrained frame sampling leads to most query ob-
jects not visible in the end frames. The unbalance between
visible and disappeared query objects causes the model to
always matching objects to the null objects and makes the
training hard to converge.

To constrain the frame sampling, we pick frame pairs
(ts, te) under the condition that one object in ts should re-
main visible in intermediate and end frames to serve as the
query object while ts and te should be temporally disclose
to support learning long-distance matching. As such, we
develop a simple heuristics that uses the temporal chain of
the IOU similarity to reject most frame pairs. With the ex-
isting solution, we observe that the query objects are present
in end frames 98% of all sampled pairs. We include the de-
tails of our approach in the supplementary details. Notice
that we can also employ more advanced approaches to in-
clude more challenging training examples and reject more
noisy frame pairs, which we will leave for future works.

3.3. Regularization Losses

We further introduce the following two losses to regularize
the model training together with our path consistency loss.
One-to-one matching loss. To avoid that the path for two
different query object cross each other, we constrain that a
real, non-null object in frame r, orj , can not be matched
by more than one real objects in frame t. As elaborated
earlier, the probability p(oti � orj) will be close to 1 between
two matched real objects oti and orj . As such, we compute∑

i p(o
t
i � orj) to approximate the number of real objects in

frame t that are matched to object orj and penalize the value
if it exceeds 1. Mathematically, our loss is defined as:

LOM =
1

T 2

∑
t,r

1

Nr

∑
j

max

(
1,
∑
i

p(oti � orj)

)
, (7)

which penalizes any many-to-one real object matching be-
tween every two frames (t, r) in the input video clip of
length T . Nr is the number of real objects in frame r.
Bidirectional consistency loss. In our model, we compute
matching probability from frame t to a later frame r (for-
ward in time) but also probability from frame r to frame t
(backward in time). To ensure the matching probabilities
are invariant to the temporal directions, we design a bidi-
rectional consistency loss as:

LBC =
1

T 2NtNr

∑
t,r

∑
i,j

||p(oti � orj)− p(orj � oti)||2.

(8)

Given Eq. 7 and Eq. 8, our overall model objective is the
sum of path consistency loss and two regularization losses:
L = LPC + LOM + LBC, where we combine all loss terms
with a balance weight of 1.0.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental setup

Datasets. We conduct experiments on three tracking
datasets: MOT17 [31] is a widely adopted person tracking
dataset containing 14 video sequences, featuring crowded
scenes in indoor shopping malls or outdoor streets. The
videos are split into 7 training sequences and 7 test se-
quences. PersonPath22 [39] is a large-scale pedestrian
dataset with 236 videos, which are collected from varied en-
vironment settings that contain longer occlusions and more
crowded scenes. It is split into 138 training videos and 98
test videos. KITTI [13] is person and car tracking dataset,
featuring videos with lower frame rates. We follow UNS [1]
to report performance on car tracking.
Evaluation metrics. Following the evaluation protocols
of the datasets, we report our results with several metrics:
HOTA (DetA, AssA, LocA), MOTA (IDsw, FP and FN) and
IDF1. We emphasize on HOTA, AssA, IDsw and IDF1 as
they measure association accuracy. Other metrics are more
influenced by the detection accuracy of detectors.
Implementation details. Our model input is a video clip of
T = 48 frames, which we found balances between perfor-
mance and efficiency. For PCL, we sample at most G = 25
different paths for each query object and end frame and set
S =

√
N̄ in spatial mask constraint, where N̄ is average

number of objects per frame. We implement our model with
Pytorch and trained with Adam Optimizer on Tesla V100
and a learning rate of 0.0001. In inference, we use the latest
M = 4 bounding boxes of each tracklet to estimate its asso-
ciation with new objects and maintain unmatched tracklets
for 30 frames. We provide more implementation details in
the supplementary materials.

4.2. Comparison to the state-of-the-art

We compare our method with recent unsupervised object
matching methods, where SimpleReID [16], U2MOT [22]
are pseudo-label methods and OUTrack [24], UNS [1],
UCSL [30] are self-supervised methods. For complete
comparison, we include the results of motion-based meth-
ods [4, 7, 56], as they do not require object ID annotation,
and also results of recent supervised methods.
Comparison on MOT17. In Table 1, we report the results
on MOT17 dataset with both private and public detections.
For fair comparison, we use YoloX detections from [56]
for private detection and follow the detection pre-processing
of UNS [1] for public detection. Our method outperforms
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Sup. HOTA ↑ IDF1↑ MOTA↑ IDsw↓
Private Detection

TransTrack [42] ✓ 54.1 63.9 74.5 3663
TrackFormer [29] ✓ 57.3 68.0 74.1 2829
MeMOT [5] ✓ 56.9 69.0 72.5 2724
MOTR [52] ✓ 57.8 68.6 73.4 2439
MeMOTR [12] ✓ 58.8 71.5 72.8 1902
FairMOT [55] ✓ 59.3 72.3 73.7 1074
FineTrack [34] ✓ 64.3 79.5 80.0 1270
UTM [49] ✓ 64.0 78.7 81.8 1431
MotionTrack [33] ✓ 65.1 80.1 81.1 1140
SimpleReID [16] × 50.4 60.7 69.0 -
OUTrack [24] × - 70.2 73.5 4110
PointID [40] × - 72.4 74.2 2748
ByteTrack [56] † × 63.1 77.3 80.3 2196
OC-SORT [7] † × 63.2 77.5 78.0 1950
UCSL [30] × 58.4 70.4 73.0 -
U2MOT [22] † × 64.2 78.2 79.9 1506
Ours † × 65.0 79.6 80.9 1749

Public Detection

Tracktor++ [3] ‡ ✓ 42.1 52.3 53.5 2072
MHT-BLSTM [18] ✓ 41.0 51.9 47.5 2069
FAMNet [9] ✓ - 48.7 52.0 3072
LSST [11] ✓ 47.1 62.3 54.7 1243
GSM [23] ✓ 45.7 57.8 56.4 1485
CenterTrack [58] ✓ - 60.5 55.7 2540
TrackFormer [29] ✓ - 62.3 57.6 4018
SORT [4] ‡ × 34.0 39.8 43.1 4852
UNS [1] ‡ × 46.4 58.3 56.8 1320
Ours ‡ × 49.0 61.2 58.8 1219

Table 1. Comparison on MOT17 [31] dataset. ↑/↓: higher/lower
is better. “Sup.” means requiring supervision. “†” denotes using
YoloX detection. “‡” denotes using Tracktor++ detection prepro-
cessing. The best results of unsupervised methods are in bold.

all unsupervised works on both private and public detec-
tions, and even exceeds recent fully-supervised methods,
e.g., UTM [49], FineTrack [34].

Comparing with pseudo-label methods, we surpass the
best competitor, U2MOT [22], by 0.8% in HOTA, 1.4% in
IDF1 and 1% in MOTA with the same YoloX detection, as it
is vulnerable to errors in pseudo labels. In contrast, our PCL
naturally measures model confidence with q̂ and avoids en-
forcing incorrect, unconfident associations. Meanwhile, we
also exceed self-supervised methods [1, 24, 30] as they only
learn short-distance matching among adjacent frames. Our
method learns object matching over both short and long dis-
tances thus is robust to appearance change and occlusion.
Using the same public detection as UNS [1], we surpass it
by 2.6% in HOTA, 2.9% in IDF1 and 2% in MOTA. Some
works [16, 24] use better detectors to improve public detec-
tion, hence their performance are not comparable to us.
Comparison on PersonPath22. In Table 2, we report re-
sults on PersonPath22 dataset, which is more challenging
than MOT17 as its videos contain more crowded scenes
with long occlusions. We compare with both public and
private detections and successfully outperform ByteTrack

Sup. IDF1↑ MOTA↑ IDsw ↓ FP↓ FN↓

CenterTrack [58] ✓ 46.4 59.3 10319 24K 72K
SiamMOT [38] ✓ 53.7 67.5 8942 13K 63K
FairMOT [55] ✓ 61.1 61.8 5095 15K 80K
TrackFormer [29] ✓ 57.1 69.7 8633 23K 47K
SORT [4] × 39.6 53.4 9927 2K 110K
UNS [1] × 41.8 55.5 13877 17K 86K
PointID [40] × 63.1 68.6 6148 9K 66K
ByteTrack [56] * × 57.2 64.6 5530 9k 71k
ByteTrack [56] † × 66.8 75.4 5931 17k 40k
OC-SORT [7] † × 68.2 74.0 4931 17k 41k
Ours* × 60.5 64.8 5008 7k 73k
Ours † × 69.4 75.8 4663 15k 38k

Table 2. Comparison on PersonPath22 [39] dataset. ↑/↓:
higher/lower is better. The best results of unsupervised methods
are in bold. “*” denotes using the public detection of Personpath22
provided by the authors. “†” denotes using YoloX detections.

Sup. HOTA↑ AssA↑ DetA↑ MOTA↑

FAMNet [9] ✓ 52.6 45.5 61.0 75.9
mmMOT [54] ✓ 62.1 54.0 72.3 83.2
CenterTrack [58] ✓ 73.0 71.2 75.6 88.8
LGM [47] ✓ 73.1 72.3 74.6 87.6
TuSimple [8] ✓ 71.6 71.1 72.6 86.3
PermaTr [46] ✓ 78.0 78.4 78.3 91.3
SORT [4] × 42.5 41.3 44.0 53.2
UNS [1] × 62.5 65.3 61.1 -
OC-SORT [7] × 76.5 76.4 77.2 90.8
Ours × 78.8 80.3 77.9 91.0

Table 3. Comparison on KITTI [13] dataset (Tracking Car).
↑/↓: higher/lower is better. The best results of unsupervised meth-
ods are in bold. We use the same detections as OC-SORT.

by 3.3% and 2.6% in IDF1 respectively, also reducing IDsw
by large margins. The larger improvement in IDF1 demon-
strates the better ability of our model in matching over long
temporal distances and re-associate objects over occlusion
to deliver more consistent tracking results. With even public
detection, our model has achieved better performance than
CenterTrack [58], TrackFormer [29] and surpasses Fair-
MOT [55] in MOTA, despite being unsupervised. These
results show that our model effectively benefits from more
training data, exposing the possibility of large-scale self-
supervised learning with enormous tracking videos avail-
able online.

More importantly, in Table 4, we study model perfor-
mance under challenging scenarios, including different oc-
clusion length (measured by frames), object moving speeds
and people density. Our model consistently outperform the
best competitor, ByteTrack, by large margins, thanks to our
PCL learning more robust object matching to occlusion and
appearance changes.
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Occlusion Length (frames)
0 1-20 20-40 40-60 60+

UNS [1] 49.2 36.8 32.8 27.0 26.1
OC-SORT [7] 77.9 61.9 50.1 39.3 39.2
Ours 79.2 64.3 50.7 40.7 39.8

Movement Speed People Density
slow medium fast low high

UNS [1] 42.7 40.3 38.3 44.7 42.4
OC-SORT [7] 65.9 63.6 61.7 69.7 64.8
Ours 68.3 65.1 62.6 71.4 66.3

Table 4. Model Performance (IDF1) under different challeng-
ing scenarios on PersonPath22.

|t− r| 1-4 5-8 9-16 17-32 32-48

PCL (s = T ) 99.5 99.1 98.1 96.3 94.5

s=32 99.5 99.2 98.2 96.3 93.0
s=24 99.5 99.1 98.0 94.8 88.0
s=16 99.6 99.1 98.0 91.4 81.7
s=8 99.5 99.1 95.7 84.6 71.3
s=4 99.5 98.0 91.8 78.3 64.1

Table 5. Accuracy of the matching probability p(oti � orj ). Our
method has learned accurate object matching over short to long
temporal distances.

Comparison on KITTI. In Table 3, we further report our
performance on KITTI dataset for tracking car, following
the evaluation protocol of UNS [1]. KITTI features varied
moving velocity of objects and lower frame rate on average,
thus objects have large appearance and location changes in
adjacent frames [7]. We use the shared detections from OC-
SORT [7].

Our model exceeds the best competitor, OC-SORT [7],
by 2.3% in HOTA, 3.9% in AssA, 0.7% in DetA and 0.2%
in MOTA. This is because cars have changes in their mov-
ing speeds and bounding box aspect ratios during driving
(e.g., when making turn), which leads to low overlap be-
tween bounding boxes of the same object in consecutive
frames and failure of pure motion trackers [4, 7]. On the
other hand, our method learns object embeddings to en-
code object appearance thus successfully links cars in vari-
ous driving scenarios, further validating our learned object
matching is robust to appearance and location changes.

4.3. Ablation Study

We conduct ablation study to examine our key design
choices. We train our unsupervised models on MOT17 test
set and evaluate on MOT17 train set, since the annotations
of the former set are not publicly available. Finally, we use
the publicly released SDP detections.
Has the model learned long-distance object matching?
We exam the accuracy of our learned matching probability,

L=0 L=10 L=20 L=30 L=40 L=50 L=60

UNS 64.0 62.5 58.0 55.0 53.5 52.0 50.0
OC-SORT 67.7 66.9 65.8 65.1 63.9 63.5 62.5

Ours 68.9 68.3 67.4 66.9 66.1 65.9 65.3
Gain +1.2 +1.4 +1.6 +1.9 +2.2 +2.4 +2.8

Table 6. Comparison of IDF1 for tracking over occlu-
sion. When increasing the minimal occlusion length (number of
frames), our model has more robust performance and exceeds the
best competitor OC-SORT by large margins (as shown in last row).

p(oti � orj), where p is correct if ort is the correct match-
ing of oti and has the largest matching probability. In the
first two rows of Table 5, we show the accuracy and break
it down by the temporal distances between objects |t − r|.
It shows our matching probability is robust to temporal dis-
tances. As |t−r| increases, the accuracy drops only by small
margins and remains 94.5% even at the distance of 32-48
frames, validating our model has learned object matching
from short to long distances.
Can the model only learn short-distance matching?
Next, we further exam if learning long-distance matching is
necessary and if a model only learned short-distance match-
ing can generalize to long-distance matching? In rows 2-
6 of Table 5, we limit the maximal number of continuous
frames that can be skipped in PCL, denoted by s. A smaller
s means the model is only trained to match objects over
short temporal distances.

As s decreases from 32 to 4, while accuracy for short dis-
tances (1-8) remains high, it deteriorates quickly for longer
distances. Comparing to the first row where we do not limit
s, accuracy drops by 30.4% on the distance of 32-48. It
shows that model trained for short-distance matching can-
not generalize to longer distances, which is the drawback
of previous self-supervised methods [1, 24, 30]. Our PCL
has successfully learned matching probability over varied
temporal distances while not requiring groundtruth annota-
tions. We also observe that 50% of frame skipping in paths
are longer than 8 frames, which boosts our model robust-
ness for long distance matching and the appearance changes
caused by it.
Can the model handle long occlusion? After validating
the accuracy of probability matching, we exam our model
ability for handling occlusion at inference. We notice that
most occlusions in MOT17 videos are of short lengths, e.g.,
less than 5 frames, which cannot reflect a model’s ability
to handle long-distance matching. Hence, we increase the
occlusion length in a video by keep dropping the bounding
boxes of objects after occlusion, until the occlusion lengths
reach L frames. If the original length of an occlusion is
longer than L, we do not increase it. Thus, L = 0 means no
occlusion is extended while L = 60 means all occlusions
last for at least 60 frames.
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Frame 1 Frame 20 Frame 80 (Ours) Frame 80 (UNS)

Figure 3. Qualitative comparison between our model and UNS [1]. We visualize the tracking on three frames. UNS cannot track the
person in green bounding once he is occluded and assigns him a new ID (purple) on frame 80. It also fails to track the person in pink
bounding box when she is only partially visible in frame 80. We can consistently track with both people with the same IDs (green, pink).

LPC LOM LBC IDF1 HOTA MOTA IDsw

1 × ✓ ✓ 3.4 8.3 1.4 70k
2 (a) ✓ ✓ 26.9 26.8 37.8 29k
3 (b) ✓ ✓ 66.6 59.4 63.9 329

4 ✓ × ✓ 62.7 57.1 63.4 591
5 ✓ ✓ × 66.3 59.8 63.6 466

6 ✓ ✓ ✓ 68.9 60.9 63.7 257

Table 7. Ablation study on proposed losses. In row 1-3, we
demonstrate the effect of our path consistency loss. In row 4-5,
we show the effect of our regularization losses. “(a)” denotes ran-
domly sampling start and end frames for paths and “(b)” denotes
disabling spatial constraint mask in Eq 5.

In Table 6, we report IDF1 with different occlusion
length L and compare with UNS and one of the state-of-
the-art trackers, OC-SORT, as a strong baseline. Since
other related methods [16, 22, 24, 30] do not release their
codes or models, we are unable to compare with them.
As can be seen, our model consistently provides higher
IDF1 for all ranges of occlusion lengths. More importantly,
when increasing occlusion lengths, the performance of UNS
and OC-SORT decreases quickly, while our performance is
more robust and decreases slowly, which echos our results
in Table 4. Our IDF1 at L = 50 is still higher than the IDF1
of OC-SORT at L = 20, showing our model can learn to
match the same objects over varied temporal distances and
is more robust to occlusion.

What is the effect of path consistency loss? In Table 7
(row 1-3), we exam the results of removing PCL and also
two modifications of it: (a) randomly sampling the starting
and end frames for paths; (b) removing the spatial constraint
mask in Eq.5; Firstly, without PCL (row 1), the model can-
not learn meaningful object matching using only the regu-
larization losses thus the tracking accuracy is close to zeros.
When randomly sampling the starting and end frames (row
2), it causes most query objects are not visible in the end
frames, causing imbalance between visible and disappeared
objects. Thus, model matches most objects to null objects,
also leading to low IDF1. Next, when removing the spatial
constraint mask (row 3), the model may incorrectly match
two spatial disclose objects, decreasing IDF1 by 2.3%.

What is the effect of regularization losses? In Table 7
(row 4-5), we ablate the effect of the regularization losses
in Section 3.3. As can be seen, while PCL contributes most
to the model performance, the two regularization losses
LOM, LBC are also helpful for achieving better performance.
Since LOM prevents multiple objects matching to the same
objects and LBC ensures the consistency between forward
and backward matching, removing either of these loss terms
leads to around 6.2% and 2.6% drop in IDF1, respectively.
These results show the collective benefits of using different
losses to optimize our unsupervised object tracker.

4.4. Qualitative results

In Figure 3, we visualize the tracking results for one video
from MOT17 using our model and UNS [1], where the color
indicates their IDs. Both our model and UNS can track two
non-occluded front people from frame 1 to frame 80. How-
ever, UNS lose the man in green bounding box after he is
occluded and assign a new ID (purple) to him on frame 80.
It also cannot associate the woman in the pink bounding box
when she is only partially visible in frame 80. Our model
correctly associate two people with the same IDs (green and
pink). This qualitative comparison suggests that our model
can better track the object over occlusion.

5. Conclusion
To tackle unsupervised MOT task, we proposed a novel con-
cept of path consistency. We defined a path to track an ob-
ject as a temporal list of observed frames from the start to
the end frame. As such, to track the same object, we can
generate multiple paths by skipping intermediate frames
while the association results should be consistent across
different paths. We leveraged this consistency in our self-
supervised Path Consistency Loss to learn object matching
model without groundtruth ID supervision. Our PCL espe-
cially learns robust long distance matching to tackle occlu-
sion at inference time. With experiments on three popular
datasets, our approach has exceeded existing unsupervised
methods and performed on par with recent state-of-the-art
supervised methods. We provided a comprehensive abla-
tion study to validate the model has learned long-distance
matching and is robust under challenging scenarios.
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